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Navratnas and researchers. Every month activities and
fellow council meetings keep up the momentum with
the wide range of planned social science research and
activities for 2022.
Working in a transparent and democratic manner since
the joining of the Centre as its Pratham Sevak, the
Centre has been working with the help of its various
committees which meet regularly to deliberate on academic and research issues.
The Centre released the quarterly newsletter of the Centre, Sanchayan in October 2022. The regular journal
publications of our centre, GlobaLense and
Sanshleshan has become a researcher’s voice to deFrom Pratham Sevak (Director)
liberate the new global realities. The centre espoused
It’s a proud moment for the CGS Parivar to release to continuous desire to work on different areas of sothe first quarterly issue of Sanchayan covering the three- cial science research with a focus on bringing new
month long activities and events of the Centre from projects.
November 2021 to January 2022. The current issue
of Sanchayan unveils new developments and opportu- Major Activities and Achievements
nities to take our activities to the new global horizons.
Continuing with the academic journey and transcendWith the nation started settling down amidst the long ing to a new year 2022 with new vigour, the Centre
haul of Coronavirus pandemic, the Centre too has be- succeeded in organising many academic activities durgun moving towards executing and expediting its aca- ing this quarter, including lectures, talks, discussions,
demic and research goals. During the past three months, Webinars and web interactions in both online and offline
the Centre undertook many activities, events and pro- mode.
grams with the help of its fellows and faculty, students
and scholars, social activists and social scientists who Dr Bhuwan Jha, Deputy Director, CGS delivered an
have now become the inalienable parts of the CGS online lecture on ‘Mukund Ramrao Jayakar and the
Parivar. Accomplishing our motto of an integrated, inIndian Naclusive and innate knowledge, we have been working
tional Moveassiduously in transforming the researching ambiance
ment’ under
by engaging, expressing and exposing to the new gloSpecial Lecbal realities.
ture Series to
celebrate
As the beginning of the year, 2022 exhibits an exhilaAzadi Ka
ration in the nation’s vaccination drive covering 1.5 bilA m r i t
lion doses, the Centre has also displayed its enthusiasMahotsav on
tic commitment and conviction in organizing various the occasion of 75 years of Independence, organized
online and offline activities throughout this quarter.
by Indian Council of Historical Research on 14 December 2021.
CGS: Faculty, Functioning and Fellow Meetings
Dr Bhuwan Jha also presented many online lectures
The Centre continued its collective endeavours under and contributed significantly to research paper publithe leadership of Pratham Sevak along with Fellow cation during this quarter.

Constitution Day Celebration

The Centre along with a dedicated team of surveyors
from different colleges of University of Delhi, DAV
College Hoshiyarpur and Jalandhar in Punjab and
Banaras Hindu University, Lucknow University as well
as some other colleges from Balia and Azamgarh. For
this purpose, the Centre conducted a pilot survey on
98 districts covering voting behaviour of 11074 participants with the objective to highlight important issues in the two states in the coming elections.

The Centre organized a Webinar on the occasion of
the Constitution Day on *Hkkjrh; lafo/kku% ,d thoar
vk[;ku* on Friday, 26 November, 2021. The keynote
speakers on the occasion were eminent Constitution
experts, Dr Dinesh Gehlot from Jai Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur and Dr Hari Ram Parihar from Government PG College, Jodhpur, Rajasthan. The lecture
built a bridge between the historical legacy and the contemporary relevance of the Constitution as an organic Each online workshop focussed on making the student
researchers aware about the practices of conducting
document.
election surveys and challenges related to it. In this
Samiksha 2022 Election Workshops for Uttar light, the interactive sessions in the workshop alleviPradesh and Punjab Assembly Elections
ated a platform where under the academic and enriching guidance of Prof. Sunil Choudhary, the fellows and
With the successful culmination of five Samiksha elec- researchers sought to gain wisdom through his explortion survey series beginning since 2016, the Centre atory and refreshing ideas.
organized three election workshops in order to conduct election survey of Uttar Pradesh and Punjab as- Third Atal Bihari Vajpayee Memorial Lecture,
semblies on 30th of every month commencing from 2021
August 2021. In this regard, a successful pilot survey
was conducted by the centre in both the states on 30th The Centre organized the fourth lecture of the series
November 2021, a regular Samiksha workshop was ‘Atal Bihari Vajpayee Memorial Lecture’ on Saturday,
conducted to discuss the explorations of the pilot sur- 25 December 2021. This lecture is held on the occavey. Prof. Sunil Choudhary, Director of the Centre in- sion of the birth anniversary of Shri Atal Bihari
teracted with all fellows, researchers, students and sur- Vajpayee, which is also celebrated as Good Goverveyors and congratulated them for their successful at- nance Day. The theme of the lecture was Bharatiya
tempts in highlighting voting behaviour of citizens be- Rajneeti Ka Atalvadi Drishtikon: Suchita, Satyanishtha
evam Samaveshita. The lecture series celebrates the
longing to Uttar Pradesh and Punjab.
basic essence of ‘Atalism’ by focusing on the values
and principles that he emphasized in his distinguished
political life.
The keynote speaker of the event was Dr Sudhanshu
Trivedi, Hon’ble Member of Parliament from Rajya
Sabha. He elucidated on the landmark events of the
political stature of Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee who became a leader before leading the responsibilities of
Prime Minister. Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee carved out a
way in making India a nuclear power, by initiating a
preemptive Pokhran operation before Pakistan. The
Director of the Centre, Prof. Sunil K Choudhary also
emphasized on the discourse of Atalism, following
Gandhism and Humanism of Deendayal Upadhyaya.

for Hindi as a language in Uzbekistan and how it is
pervading there in the education system. The programe
was anchored by Fellow, Shubhra Pant Kothari while
Dr. Bhuwan Jha, Deputy Director, delivered the vote
of thanks on the occasion.
The Centre hosted the Second Lecture in the row of
its new global initiative of ‘CGS Ambassadorial Lecture Series’ on Tuesday, 18 January, 2022 titled ‘India-Vietnam Relations in Changing Times: From Traditional Friendship to Strategic Partnership’. The keynote speaker for the occasion was Shri Pranay Verma,
Ambassador of India to Vietnam. The program was
held in an online mode.

CGS Ambassadorial Lecture Series
The Centre undertook the initiative of expanding its
horizons and engaging with issues at the global level by
initiating the first of its kind the ‘CGS Ambassadorial
Lecture Series’. The vision of this culmination is to usher
an academic journey to explore and understand dynamics of other states and their relation with Indian
state.
The First Lecture in the series took place on Wednesday, 24 November, 2021 titled ‘India-Uzbekistan Relations in Contemporary Times: From Convergence to
Confluence’. The keynote speaker for the occasion
was Shri Manish Prabhat, Ambassador of India to
Uzbekistan. The program was held in an online mode
and was duly attended by large number of students,
scholars, fellows and faculty members of respective
colleges of University of Delhi. The program was held
under the guidance of Dr Bhuwan Jha, Deputy Director and Convener of CGS Ambassadorial Lecture
Series. The session began with a warm welcome by
our Pratham Sevak, Prof. Sunil K Choudhary. The
session spanned for almost two hours with key insights
from the speaker Manish Prabhat focusing on the IndoUzbekistan comradery and influence on each other’s
culture to the unrelented support at international forum. The Ambassador spoke about the strong affinity

Anchored by Fellow, Dr. Manila Narzary amidst the
gracious presence of many students and scholars both
from India and the globe, the second lecture witnessed
very thought provoking insights from the Ambassador
of India to Vietnam, Shri Pranay Verma. The Ambassador elucidated the bonhomie between India and Vietnam by tracing the historical roots of the two nations to
Buddhism. The Ambassador also highlighted the role
of UN Peacekeeping as an emerging area of engagement between both the nations. The lecture was an
informative insight into the bilateral relations of India
and Vietnam.

Looking Forward 2022
With a global vision, the Centre for Global Studies is
looking forward to the new year with renewed vigor,
vibrancy and vitality for invigorating academic experience and exposure through series of research discussions, deliberations and demonstrations both at the
national and the global levels.

